
Triss Merigold 
of Maribor



Triss
Hair color:       carrot red
eye color:        light hazel
Clothing:        tight, cream white swashbuckler’s silk shirt
         yellow-gold corset with embossed swirl 
         pattern
         sleeveless green cotton shrug with high collar 
         and brown edges
         short, quilted green cotton sleeves finished  
         with pearls  
         tight, dark-brown, weathered, simply-tailored  
         leather pants
         dark brown leather-heeled boots with folded 
         chestnut cuffs
accessories:  narrow green belt buckling the waist, 
         decorated with metal stars
         wide brown belt with a huge buckle and 
         traditional stitches
         medium size purse, red with light brown          
         stripes, partially filled



Triss - face, hair, makeup details and medallion
Hair color:     carrot red (E) 
Hair length:  armpit long (A, B, G)
Hairstyle:     two small buns on the back of her head (A, B, G) 
eye color:     light hazel (D)
Makeup:      glossy natural lips (F), dark eyeliner and light eyeshadow, slightly emphasized but smooth, 
      straight eyebrows (D)
Moles:      one slight brown dot below the left corner of her lips (F); soft freckles scattered across the 
      bridge of her nose (A)
Medallion:      diamond shaped medallion.  Detailed golden pattern on turquoise-green setting surrounded 
      by golden framing with white gemstones in the corners (A, C)
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Triss - clothing and accessories details
shirt:

Corset:

gloves:
Pants:
boots:

accessories:

tight, cream white swashbuckler’s silk shirt with deep V-neck, straightened collar and 
visible stitches (A, G)
yellow-gold body with deep V-neck, tight at waist, with tall collar and embossed swirl 
pattern (A)
dark turquoise-green sleeveless cotton shrug (A, B)
short, quilted cotton sleeves finished with pearls and simple knots on the arms, trimmed 
with yellow-gold stitches (A, B, G)
long red fingerless gloves with a single stitch detail on top (E)
tight, dark-brown, weathered, simply-tailored leather (C, D)
dark brown leather-heeled with folded chestnut cuffs, finished with knots on 
calves (C, D)
dark brown cotton legwarmers (C, D)
narrow, green belt buckling the waist, decorated with metal eight-pointed stars and 
finished with metal cap (A, B)
wide brown leather belt with a huge buckle and traditional stitches (A, B, F)
medium size purse, red with light brown stripes, a bit weathered and partially filled (F)


